National Museum of Mathematics
*Integrators: The High School Volunteer Program*

MoMath is a growing institution that provides insight into the evolving, creative, human, and aesthetic nature of mathematics to a diverse audience of all ages. Its interactive exhibits and stimulating programs encourage inquiry, spark curiosity, and reveal the wonders of math. You can learn more about MoMath at [www.momath.org](http://www.momath.org).

Open to all current high school students, the MoMath volunteer program will give participants the opportunity to:

- Interact with Museum visitors at MoMath by explaining and interpreting its cutting edge, engaging math exhibits.
- Improve interpersonal and communication skills.
- Explore mathematical concepts and share their love of math with others.
- Train with MoMath's experienced team of interpreters, educators and managers.
- Learn valuable job skills.
- Include a unique experience on their college applications.

Details about the *Integrators* program:

- MoMath seeks strong students who have already completed high school Geometry. Candidates must be personable, outgoing, and eager to engage with the general public, and they must be enthusiastic about math!
- MoMath accepts student volunteers for summer vacation and/or the school year. Students will spend the majority of their time at MoMath on the floor of the Museum, interacting with visitors.
- Students may occasionally assist with back-of-house tasks in the Museum, in the retail shop, or at MoMath's administrative office.
- Prior volunteer or museum experience is desirable but not required.
- During the school year, students must be willing to commit seven to eight hours per week, generally from 9:30 am to 5:00 pm on a Saturday or a Sunday. During the summer, students must be willing to commit five days per week, including one weekend day.
- Students will be required to attend one 90-minute training session per month – generally occurring on Wednesday, Saturday, or Sunday mornings.

Please note that this program is highly selective; interested candidates will need to complete an application, provide transcripts and references, and have an in-person or video interview.

To apply, obtain an application at [integratorsapp.momath.org](http://integratorsapp.momath.org) and follow the instructions on that form.